GLOSSARY

Ada-Ginger
Ais-Smal Goddess

Agalati-The new projecting

Agmangah-entrails

Aghon —A month between 15th November to 15th December

Ahat —Peepul tree.

Avay- fearless

Ashura —a damon

Bisahari-snake goddess

Bhawra— an actor, one who acts to amuse people

Bahuan — a baffoon or a clown

Barun — a rain

Bia — a marriage

Bahi—a flute made of wind instrument, unclean

Bhomora—beetle

Basa—to dress

Batris—thirty two
Chah - tea

Chaudang - a public executioner, a hangman

Dhenki - husking pedal

Durgapada - song that glorify Mother Goddess Durga

Dubala - two times, a place name

Dhulia - drammar

Dangar - big, large, grown up

Dom - fisherman

Gandharba bibah - an informal marriage

Hat - hand

Hudu - a kind of owl

Har - a necklace, bone

Ikara - reed

Jeth - the month between April and May

Jetuki - name of a girl

Japa - a beauty box made of cane wood

Kahi - rice dish made of bell metal

Khoa - to eat

Kalah - a pitcher

Konwar - prince
Kait-spike

Kharam-a wooden sandal

Kharoni-elkine

Keteki-a seasonal flower, a bird

Kopoi-a spring seasonal flower, a bird like dove

Kalapat- a banana leaf

Lachim-a locally available fish

Lagi-favorite

Lota- a jar made of brass metal

Mahar singar pepa-a musical instrument widely used in context of Rongali Bihu.

Moniram Dewan-a martyrre of Assam historical movement

Moni-necklace of coral

Malua- a male monkey

Mas -fish

Mah-a buffalo

Mah- month

Mekhela- gardle used by women as a lower garment

Nao- a boat

Nadi-river
Nati- grand child

Nam- hymn

Namati-one who sings hymn

Mantras-incantation

Okani-louse

Ojapali-a ritual performance performed in a group, a semi dramatic Performance of arts of classical forms accommodated with musical instruments

Paduli-a gate

Padum- a lotus

Pukhuri-a pond

Patharoghat-a place name of Darrang District which carries the symbol of peasants' revolution

Paisa- Pices

Putala-puppet

Pan-betel-nut leaf

Rug-anger, a blanket, a tune

Rabha-a pendal

Rajkareng-a palace

Saud-a merchant
Shanti- a chaste woman
Singara- a fish
Sitala- a small pox goddess
Suta- yarn, thread
Sap- a snake
Sor- a thief
Salika- a kind of bird
Thal- a plate
Tamul- betel-nut
Tal- cymbal, a rhythm
Tatar sal- a shed where handloom is set
Tulasi- basil plant.